Technology Committee Open Items List
Item Name

Details

Date first Brought to
TCM

Responsible Party
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Notes

#

11/24/09

ITS

In progress; not fully resolved

In 3/22 TCM, JM shared that we finally got the access codes
for this from MS. Sent them to John, Lavon and Debbie.
Some are working and some are not.

11/24/09

ITS

In progress

In 3/22 TCM, JM shared that S. Gunderson and herself are
working on the upgrade to take place on 3/28/10.

In 3/22/10 meeting JM decided that #4, #6 and #8 shall be
combined as 1 Zone big request. #8 is resolved, as it does
not work. S. Vigallon & JM have talked about it but have not
resolved it.

1

DreamSpark.com

Free MS software for students. Chabot students have access; what is
required for access for LPC students?

2

GroupWise mail Secure Login

This works sometimes, in some places, often slowly, if at all, apparently
because of HTTPS errors. When will this be fixed

Zone Issues; LPC Blackboard
Announcement; Group Studio

A number of features listed and discussed in planning meetings and for
the ZONE rollout are not yet implemented. Why is that? What is the
timeline for completing these? There is no way to target
announcements to just LPC Blackboard students. Email Function in
GroupStudio doesn't work.

11/24/09

ITS

#4 and #6 In progress; #8 Resolved as it
does not work

Mass email LPC students; SARS-call

There is currently no way to email all LPC students; email?

11/24/09

ITS

Under Discussion

3/22/10 JM reported that it has been successfully done at
Chabot, and if anyone at LPC is interested to let them know.

13

Wi-Fi in MD Building

There is no Wi-Fi in MD Building classrooms. When will there be?

01/25/10

LPC IT

Under Discussion; still needs to be
discussed out to Faculty.

3/22/10 SG reported that he thought Faculty did not want wifi in the classrooms and JG believes that they do.

15

All-Text Capability for Student Body

Ability to text all students updates, etc.

02/22/10

??

Under Discussion

16

Domain name / Email name discussion

lpc vs. laspositascollege.edu

02/22/10

??

Under Discussion

Discussion continued on 3/22/10 with no resolution

17

Process for purchasing Software

Discussion of new process

02/22/10

TC

Under Discussion; Ongoing

3/22/10 more discussion, no resolution; JG action item to
bring something back after talking w/ BK
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4, 6 and 8

5 and 7
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3

Wi-Fi acess to Banner

This appears to be 'administratively prohibited' on the LPC wireless
network. Other HTTPS connections work fine.

11/24/09

ITS

Resolved in January 2010

9

DE Students & Class-Web

The CLASS-Web prompt screen giving DE info. To students prior to
registration has not yet been implemented.

11/24/09

ITS

Found after research, that it cannot be done;
Resolved to route it to 3 different areas: reg. In 3/22 Meeting, JM updated that this cannot be done, along
Page, add/drop page and ClassWeb page
w/ SV agreeing.

10

Email Password Issue

There have still been reports of email password changes within the portal
being truncated to 6 characters by Banner - which was a problem initially
last winter. Has this been resolved for sure? How do we know?

11/24/09

ITS

In Process

3/22/10 JM shared that ITS does not know of anyone having
this trouble so therefore it is resolved.

14

Spam Sites in Guardian

Spam sites that have repeatedly been reported through Guardian are still
not being discarded, why is that?

01/25/10

ITS

Resolved

3/22/10 JM shared that there was hard coding done in Feb.
and there should be no more SPAM coming in.

11

Portal Planning

In early Portal planning meetings we discussed and agreed on the
imperative for a written password policy for all accounts. Please bring a
copy of that, as it is alluded to in the district security audit report, but we
have not yet seen that.

11/24/09

ITS

Resolved but holding

3/22/10 JM shared that on the District ITS website there is a
written policy on this.

12

IPv6

What is our status on net and website support?

01/25/10

LPC IT

Resolved as it is not currently used

2/22/10 SG shared that this is not currently being used.

